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Abstract

Medical imaging and image-based modeling have made considerable progress in recent years in identifying atherosclerotic plaque morphological and mechanical risk factors which may be used in developing improved patient screening strategies. However, a clear understanding is needed about what we have achieved and what is really needed to translate research to actual clinical practices and bring benefits to public health. Lack of in vivo data and clinical events to serve as gold standard to validate model predictions is a severe limitation. While this perspective paper provides a review of the key steps and findings of our group in image-based models for human carotid and coronary plaques and a limited review of related work by other groups, we also focus...
on grand challenges and uncertainties facing the researchers in the field to develop more accurate and predictive patient screening tools.
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1. Introduction and background

Atherosclerotic plaque initiation, progression and the final rupture are complex processes which involve many factors including mechanical forces (plaque stress, flow shear stress, blood pressure), plaque morphology (thin cap, lipid-rich necrotic core, calcification, hemorrhage, ulcer, etc.), cell activities (inflammation, remodeling), blood conditions (cholesterol level, injury-initiated blood changes), exercise, emotional stress, and genomic activities. The mechanisms causing plaque rupture and subsequent clinical events are not fully understood (Fuster, 1998; Fuster et al., 1990; Naghavi et al., 2003a, 2003b). Considerable progress has been made in recent years in medical imaging (Yuan et al., 2001a, 2001b; Underhill, et al., 2010), histopathological analysis (Stary et al., 1992, 1994, 1995; Virmani et al., 2000, 2006), biomechanical plaque material properties (Finet et al., 2004; Le Floch et al., 2012; Baldewsing et al., 2008), mechanical stress risk factors (Richardson et al., 1989; Arroyo and Lee, 1999; Ohayon et al., 2011; Loree et al., 1992), and computational models (Tang, 2006; Friedman et al., 2010) for better understanding of plaque progression, rupture and to develop possible better patient screening and plaque assessment schemes. Richardson’s paper (2002) provided an excellent review for plaque biomechanical analysis, covering essential topics including plaque components, tissue, cap pathology, modeling, and rupture process. Fleg et al. (2012) gave an authoritative review of findings from several large clinical studies for detection of high-risk atherosclerotic plaques, available techniques, findings from patient follow-up studies, and future recommendations (Fleg et al., 2012). As recommended in the report, the grand challenge here is to find more sensitive and predictive risk factors, develop new patient screening tools, identify patients who are more vulnerable to plaque rupture and associated clinical events such as stroke and heart attack, and recommend proper treatment plans to prevent those events from happening.

Currently, plaque stenosis severity is still the primary factor used as guidance for treatment decisions in practice. However, closer examination of the results of recent clinical trials indicates current risk prediction is imprecise and the value of a particular intervention for each individual is uncertain. For example, among six major clinical trials assessing the efficacy of carotid endarterectomy (CEA) for prevention of stroke among patients with atherosclerotic carotid artery disease, results indicated that the number of patients needed to treat with CEA to prevent 1 stroke within 2 years varied from 8 to 83 (Gorelick, 1990), and the percentage in absolute risk of stroke at 2 years for patients treated medically vs. those undergoing CEA ranged from 1.2% to 12.9% (Gorelick, 1990; Barnett et al., 1999), with a median percentage at about 5%. This implies that most CEAs (> 90%) were performed among patients who were considered at risk but who, even without the surgery, would not have gone on to have a stroke and were therefore recommended because available screening
methods could not provide more accurate assessment and risk prediction. More accurate predictive screening methods are needed so that future plaque rupture can be predicted early and proper treatment can be recommended to prevent actual drastic clinical events and reduce the number of unnecessary surgeries.

Compared with the stenosis-based screening schemes, improvements are possible in the following areas: (a) use of medical images that can more accurately quantify plaque morphology, components, lumen dimensions, plaque surface characteristics, and plaque inflammation; (b) use of image-based modeling to establish the association of mechanical risk factors (plaque stress/strain, flow shear stress) with biological/clinical events; (c) use of patient follow-up and actual clinical data to identify risk factors with predictive power, quantify their prediction accuracy, and develop predictive methods for plaque rupture and related clinical events.

While it is generally agreed that mechanical forces play an important role in plaque progression and rupture, it has not yet been established that stress-based risk indicators could better predict plaque progression, rupture and drastic cardiovascular events (Wu et al., 2011). It is a paradigm change: most investigations based on available one-time data are backward looking, while patient screening and predicting future events are forward looking. The question we are asking is: can we use patient/plaque information from past and present to predict future? It is well established and validated by histopathological data that plaque ruptures are associated with very thin plaque cap, large necrotic lipid core, and extreme mechanical stress/strain conditions. However, for a plaque ruptured (or a patient who had a clinical event) at present, what was its morphology and mechanical conditions prior to the event? It is the information we can acquire prior to the event and their linkage to the event that could lead to possible predictions. The linkage between the plaque mechanical stress/strain conditions and clinical events is far from being established.

There is also an open question whether it is plaque wall stress, or flow shear stress that plays a more important role in the progression-rupture process. Arroyo and Lee (1999) provided an excellent a review of mechanical, biological and cellular factors concerning plaque initiation, progression and final rupture. We would like to emphasize that when performing predictive studies using in vivo patient data, we are facing more uncertainties and inaccuracies. Histology is often not available. The natural “gold standard” data (clinical events) is often hard to obtain. In this paper, we present the progress on image-based plaque modeling we made over the last decade with limited background review, emphasizing current challenging issues concerning vulnerable plaque models based on in vivo data. More complete reviews can be found from (Fleg et al., 2012; Richardson, 2002; Friedman et al., 2010).

2. Basic modeling elements, histology-based plaque classifications and a limited review

Computational modeling complements direct experimental measurements by providing flow shear stress and plaque stress/strain calculations which may be useful for better understanding and prediction of many critical biological processes. For computational
modelers, it is important to know the major elements involved in the modeling process so that they can formulate their models properly, and also know how closely they are modeling the actual physical and biological problems. The basic elements for image-based plaque models include (a) plaque morphology and components; (b) material properties of arteries and plaque components; (c) boundary conditions; (d) selection of model assumptions. It should be emphasized that many items needed for modeling are hard or near impossible to obtain in vivo, and are often subject to large errors when obtainable. Model construction procedures based on in vivo data are considerably different from earlier models based on idealized geometry or ex vivo data (Tang et al., 2004; Tang, 2006; Yang et al., 2007). Residual stress and zero-stress plaque morphology need to be handled properly to get accurate stress/strain predictions (Ohayon et al., 2007; Huang et al., 2009; Speelman et al., 2011).

A clearly thought-out Data-Model-Prediction-Validation-Application process will help us to understand the investigation process, design research projects and clarify the end points of the modeling effort. Direct modeling output (flow and stress/strain calculations) could be used to introduce plaque assessment scores, growth functions for plaque progression simulations, and as input for multiscale models to investigate the effect of mechanical forces on cellular activities.

2.1. Histology-based plaque classifications

One major difficulty in establishing and validating biomarkers for in vivo plaque assessment is lack of benchmarks based on in vivo data. Histology is viewed as the gold standard for image segmentation and model validation whenever the data are available. Stary et al. (1992, 1994, 1995) published a series of papers introducing histology-based American Heart Association (2005) plaque classifications: Type I lesions have microscopically detectable lipid deposits in the intima, some intimal thickening; Type II lesions: fatty streaks; Type III: pre-atheroma; Type IV: atheroma, the first lesion type considered as advanced; Type V: prominent new fibrous connective tissue has formed. Vu: fibroatheroma, lipid core; Vb: lipid core and some calcified parts; Vc: a lipid core is absent and lipid in general is minimal; Type VI: “complicated” lesions, Type V lesions with disruptions of the lesion surface, hematoma or hemorrhage; Type VII: calcific lesions; Type VIII: fibrotic lesions with little or no lipid. While the AHA classification scheme has guided research efforts in the past 20 years, it is histology-based and is descriptive in nature. Virmani et al. (2000, 2006) provided more quantitative classifications for coronary and carotid atherosclerotic plaques based on extensive histological data and analysis. These works laid the foundation for further plaque assessment using other approaches. Of note, those histological studies indicated that large lipid-rich necrotic cores, very thin fibrous caps (a threshold value of 65 μm cap thickness was noted), lack of smooth muscle cells, and increased macrophage cells are all associated with plaque rupture and vulnerability.

2.2. The low flow shear stress hypothesis for early atherosclerosis initiation and progression

It is now well accepted that low and oscillating flow shear stresses correlate positively with intimal thickening and atherosclerosis progression (Ku et al., 1985; Friedman et al., 1987;
Friedman, 1993; Giddens et al., 1993; Nerem, 1992; Gibson et al., 1993). This “low flow shear stress (FSS)” hypothesis has dominated the atherosclerosis research field in recent years. More recently, in a multi-patient (n=20) intravascular ultrasound (IVUS)-based follow-up study, by dividing slices into low, intermediate, and high flow shear stress (FSS) groups and comparing the low and high FSS groups with the intermediate-FSS group, Samady et al. (2011) found that low-FSS segments demonstrated greater reduction in vessel ($P < 0.001$) and lumen area ($P < 0.001$), and high-FSS segments demonstrated an increase in vessel ($P < 0.001$) and lumen ($P < 0.001$) area. In a follow-up study of 506 patients with acute coronary syndrome (ACS) treated with a percutaneous coronary intervention and in a subset of 374 consecutive patients 6–10 months later to assess plaque natural history, Stone et al. (2012) reported that increase in plaque area was predicted by baseline large plaque burden; decrease in lumen area was independently predicted by baseline large plaque burden and low flow shear stress.

Several research groups reported findings controversial to the low FSS hypothesis and suggested the growing importance of searching for other mechanical factors such as plaque wall (structural) stresses (PWS) and new hypotheses for mechanisms governing plaque progression process (Joshi et al., 2004; Wentzel et al., 2005). In a follow-up study for patients undertaking lipid-lowering therapy (10 patients, 24 months follow-up), Wentzel et al. (2005) reported that flow shear stress did not predict plaque regression. The best predictor of plaque regression was baseline wall thickness. Using in vivo MRI of human carotid data, Tang et al. (2008) reported that 18 out of 21 patients showed negative correlations between human carotid atherosclerotic plaque progression and plaque wall stress at follow-up scan. In the PREDICTION study, Stone et al. (2012) also reported that plaque area was a good predictor of change in plaque area ($P < 0.001$), but flow shear stress was not a good predictor ($p = 0.32$). Further investigations are needed to clarify the role of flow shear stress in plaque progression at advance stages.

### 2.3. 2D stress analysis for atherosclerotic vulnerable plaques

2D structure-only models were used by several authors to investigate stress/strain distributions in atherosclerotic plaques (Richardson et al., 1989; Cheng et al., 1993; Loree et al., 1992). Richardson et al. (1989) used atherosclerotic plaques from 85 patients who died from coronary thrombosis and investigated the characteristics of plaques which had fissured. Computer models were also constructed simulated the plaque morphologies with lipid composition. They reported that high circumferential stress correlated well with the site of intimal tears found at necropsy. Site of tearing was influenced by variation in the mechanical strength of cap tissue due to focal accumulation of foam cells and focal weak points in the cap which were not at the point of maximum stress. By using 24 human coronary artery lesions based on histological specimens, Cheng et al. (1993) reported that maximum circumferential stress in plaques that ruptured was significantly higher than maximum stress in stable specimens ($544.9 \pm 159.7$ kPa versus $192.3 \pm 64.6$ kPa, $P < 0.0001$). Loree et al. (1992) investigated effects of fibrous cap and lipid pool on peak circumferential stress in atherosclerotic vessels and reported that plaque structural features such as thickness of the fibrous cap are more important factors in the distribution of stress in the plaque than stenosis severity. Huang et al. (2001) studied 20 human coronary lesions (10 ruptured and 10 stable)
and reported that maximum stress was not correlated with percentage of calcification, but it was positively correlated with the percentage of lipid \((p = 0.024)\). Williamson et al. (2003) studied sensitivity of wall stresses in diseased arteries to material properties and reported that stresses within the arterial wall, fibrous plaque, calcified plaque, and lipid pool have low sensitivities to variations in the elastic modulus. Even a \(\pm 50\%\) variation in elastic modulus leads to less than a 10\% change in stress at the site of rupture. Finet et al. used structural plaque models based on in vivo IVUS images of fibrous cap atheroma to investigate influence of plaque morphology, cap thickness and pressure loading on plaque stability. They considered a plaque as unstable if its plaque cap stress (PCS) was in excess of a threshold value of 300 kPa. They found that cap thickness <60 μm led to PCS > 300 kPa. PCS changes with plaque cap exponentially and slight change in plaque structure can change plaque stability (Finet et al., 2004). Ohayon et al. investigated the necrotic core thickness and arterial remodeling index as emergent biomechanical factors for evaluating the risk of plaque rupture. Twenty-four plaque data acquired by IVUS from patients and structural models were used to study the effect of anatomical plaque features on cap stress. They demonstrated that that plaque instability is to be viewed not as a consequence of fibrous cap thickness alone but rather as a combination of cap thickness, necrotic core thickness, and the arterial remodeling index (Ohayon et al., 2008). It should be noted that some of the conclusions from 2D models may need to be modified when 3D models are used and the plaque component size becomes large enough to affect stress/strain distributions. Still, these early work covered almost every aspect of plaque stress analysis and laid good foundation for further 3D image-based modeling investigations.

2.4. Additional modeling contributions for plaque stress/strain calculations

With evidence that higher plaque stresses are linked to plaque rupture and the selection of critical stress value as the representative value, critical stress values have been used in several studies concerning plaque rupture and assessment. Vengrenyuk et al. (2006, 2008), Bluestein et al. (2008), Maldonado et al. (2012), Cardoso and Weinbaum (2013), and Kelly-Arnold et al. (2013) demonstrated that plaque cap with micro-calcification inclusions are associated with elevated stress levels and may be related to plaque rupture. Gao et al. (2011) studied carotid plaques and found that critical stress values from symptomatic patients were higher that from asymptomatic patients. Intraplaque hemorrhage has been found to be closely related to potential plaque rupture (Underhill et al., 2010). Huang et al. (2012) performed a multi-patient modeling study and found that locations of intraplaque hemorrhages corresponded to higher stress values than non-hemorrhage locations. Holzapfel et al. (2002) introduced a multilayer anisotropic 3D model for a human external iliac artery with eight distinct arterial components associated with specific mechanical responses. The multi-layer anisotropic model was compared with some simplified models (neglecting axial in situ pre-stretch, assuming plane strain states, and isotropic material responses), and maximum stress deviations of up to 600\% were found. Steinman (2002) and Lee et al. (2008) investigated effects of plaque geometrical features on flow behaviors using realistic plaque geometries. By using patient-specific plaque data, they indicated that plaque geometrical features have considerable impact on flow shear stress which is closed related to plaque progression and rupture processes.
2.5. Quantification of plaque material properties using imaging data

It is believed that vessel and plaque material properties have considerable influence on plaque stress/strain conditions and stability. Quantifying tissue material properties based on in vivo data is challenging. Le Floc’h et al. (2012) and Baldewsing et al. (2008) have conducted research to reconstruct in vivo vulnerable plaque (VP) elasticity. A four-criterion selection procedure was proposed for plaque elasticity reconstruction based on in vivo coronary IVUS radial strain sequences and was tested on data obtained from 12 patients (Le Floc’h et al., 2012). As it is known that plaque has heterogeneous morphology and local material property is needed to have accurate stress/strain calculations, Baldewsing et al. introduced an inverse method for imaging the local plaque elasticity. The method was tested using both ex vivo and in vivo human coronary plaque samples (Baldewsing, et al., 2008). Liu et al. introduced a method based on human CINE MRI carotid data and computational modeling to determined plaque material parameters (Liu et al., 2012b). Data from 12 patients were used. Plaque material parameters as well as shrinkage rate (from in vivo shape to zero pressure shape) were determined. It was found that the stiffness of the samples may vary by as much as 1000% (Young’s moduli ranged from 137.2 kPa to 1435.9 kPa). Vessel stiffness variation up to 100% had very little effect on stress (< 5%) when pre-shrink process was applied.

3. In vivo image-based FSI models for atherosclerotic vulnerable plaques

3.1. Basic techniques concerning FSI plaque modeling based on in vivo data

While many researchers are familiar with the general procedures for image-based modeling with fluid–structure interactions, some new techniques concerning modeling using in vivo data have considerable impact on computational stress/strain predictions, and their importance should be better recognized. Three specific techniques in constructing patient-specific 3D FSI multi-component models based on in vivo are worth mentioning: (a) pre-shrink–stretch process to handle residual stress issue; (b) component-fitting technique to build mesh with multi-components imbedded in the plaque structure; (c) cyclic bending for coronary modeling simulating heart motion.

3.1.1. Pre-shrink–stretch process and residual stress—It is well known that residual stress has considerable effect on stress/strain calculations (Ohayon et al., 2007; Speelman et al., 2011). In vivo plaque morphology data are acquired when the vessel is under physiological pressure, stretch and other tethering forces. To make an accurate prediction of wall stress/strain requires knowledge of the zero pressure stress distributions. A shrink–stretch process is needed (see Fig. 1) (Tang, 2006; Huang et al., 2009) to (a) shrink in vivo plaque geometry to obtain a starting no-load geometry; and (b) apply pressure and axial stretch to recover original in vivo geometry with residual stress/strain computed. The shrinking rate in the axial direction and shrinkage rates of lumen and outer wall (which have to be different) were determined so that (1) mass conservation is satisfied; and (2) the contours of the plaque and its components after pressurization and axial stretch achieve the best match with the in vivo geometry from MRI. A circular artery segment under in vivo condition goes through three stages to get its open-up zero-stress state: axial shrinkage (up to 30–50%; could be smaller for atherosclerotic plaques), circumferential shrinkage (5–20%
based on our data, Huang et al., 2009; Liu et al., 2012b), and final opening-up with an opening angle (63.5°, \( n = 5 \)) (Kural et al., 2012). Omitting any of the three stages would lead to stress/strain prediction errors on the order of 50–100% or even more (Liu et al., 2012b; Huang et al., 2009; Ohayon et al., 2007). Ohayon et al. (2007) investigated the influence of residual stress/strain related to opening angle on the biomechanical stability of vulnerable coronary plaques and their potential impact for evaluating the risk of plaque rupture. Huang et al. (2009) quantified the axial and circumferential shrinkage for human carotid arteries by comparing ex vivo and in vivo MRI data from 10 patients. Speelman et al. (2011) introduced an inverse method to address the initial stress in biomechanical models of atherosclerotic plaques. The inverse method was more sophisticated compared to the direct trial-and-error iterative shrinkage identification process used in our papers (Huang et al., 2009; Liu et al., 2012b). Actually, even including all the three stages for computational models would still not be able to account for plaque local plaque material and morphology variations. In vivo local plaque information would be needed to come up with more accurate models with zero-stress issue better addressed. All of these require considerable effort and data are normally not available in vivo. A balance between ultimate accuracy and available data and resources should be kept when making modeling assumptions.

### 3.1.2. Component-fitting mesh generation technique

Because plaques using FSI models have complex irregular deformable geometries with component inclusions which are challenging for mesh generation, Yang et al. (2009) and Huang et al. (2009) developed a component-fitting mesh generation technique for multi-component plaque FSI models. The technique is simple but labor intensive. Fig. 2 gives an illustration of the method. Using this technique, the 3D plaque domain was divided into hundreds of small volumes to fit the irregular plaque geometry with component inclusions. A mesh for each small volume was then generated. With meshes generated by this technique, convergence of the fully coupled FSI models could be achieved with modest effort. Other groups have developed more sophisticated adaptive and automatic mesh generation techniques using octree-based isocontouring method to construct unstructured 3D meshes for a single-material (homogeneous) domain with manifold boundary. The method was further extended to handle multi-materials by using a material change edge to identify the interface between two or several different materials. Details of those methods can be found from Zhang et al. (2005) and Zhang et al. (2010).

### 3.1.3. Cyclic bending in coronary plaque modeling and its impact on stress predictions

One distinguishing feature for coronary plaque modeling is its cyclic bending caused by heart contraction. Yang et al. introduced the first patient-specific in vivo IVUS-based coronary plaque model with (a) fluid–structure interaction; (b) anisotropic vessel material properties; (c) cyclic bending of the coronary caused by heart motion (Tang et al., 2009c; Yang et al., 2009, Liu et al., 2012a). Fig. 3 used one coronary sample to demonstrate IVUS data, segmented contours and re-constructed 3D vessel geometry of a coronary segment. Angiography was used to determine vessel curvature and curvature variations. Fig. 4 give plots of plaque wall stresses and flow shear stresses from four models to illustrate the impact of cyclic bending and anisotropic properties on PWS and FSS distributions: Model 1 (M1), anisotropic model with cyclic bending and pulsating pressure;
Model 2 (M2), same as M1, but no bending; Model 3 (M3), isotropic model, no bending; Model 4 is the same as M1, but with 10% axial stretch. Taking M3 as the base model, maximum PWS values on the cut-surface (at maximum bending where applicable) from M2, M1 and M4 were 63%, 126%, and 345% higher, respectively. The increases for plaque wall strain (PWSn) were even higher at 104%, 278%, and 391%, respectively. Cyclic bending caused a modest 15% decrease in maximum FSS, 5% decrease in maximum velocity, and 8.7% decrease in flow rate (99.0 ml/min from M1 vs. 108.4 ml/min from M2).

Ohayon et al. (2011) also included heart contraction in their multi-patient coronary plaque study using 3D structural models based on in vivo CT (for morphology) and MRI (for ventricle contraction). Data from eight patients were used in their study. Their models included left main coronaries with bifurcation. Centerlines of coronary arteries were determined from CT scans while circular cross sections and uniform wall thickness were assumed in their models. Cardiac motion was imposed on the adventitia region of the vessel in contact with myocardium. Structural static finite element (FE) computations were performed to obtain stress/strain distributions. They found that all plaque sites were concomitantly subject to high luminal arterial wall stretch (LW\text{Stretch}) and high luminal arterial wall stiffness (LW\text{Stiff}), with mean amplitudes of 34.7 ± 1.6% and 442.4 ± 113.0 kPa, respectively. Their findings suggest that local wall stiffness plays a role in the initiation of atherosclerotic lesions.

### 3.2. Predictive risk factors and indices for plaque classification and rupture prediction

Since plaque rupture occurs when the mechanical stress in the plaque exceeds the ultimate strength of the plaque cap material, it is natural to expect that plaque rupture may be associated with extreme mechanical stress/strain conditions. In this connection, several issues have to be addressed for in vivo modeling studies: (a) what can we use as the “gold standard” to establish the association between plaque rupture and mechanical factors using in vivo data? (b) Can mechanical stress/strain risk factors be used to predict plaque rupture and what are their predicting accuracies? (c) Can mechanical risk factors provide better predictions, compared to what we can get by using morphological features alone? (d) How can mechanical stress/strain be used to introduce new plaque vulnerability indices for improved plaque classifications? Some preliminary work is provided as motivations for further effort and discussions.

#### 3.2.1. In vivo evidence that plaque rupture is associated with higher critical plaque stress

For carotid plaques, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is currently the best imaging modality providing plaque morphology and component differentiations (lipid-rich necrotic core, calcification, hemorrhage, ulceration, etc.) (Yuan et al., 2001a; Underhill et al., 2010). In seeking in vivo evidence that plaque rupture is associated with mechanical forces, Tang et al. (2009b) and Teng et al. (2010) used plaques with ulceration as a benchmark and compared their critical PWS values for plaques without ulcerations. Figs. 5 and 6 demonstrate a plaque example with rupture where critical plaque wall stress (CPWS) was able to predict site of rupture. CPWS is defined as the maximum of all plaque maximum principal stress values at vulnerable sites such as a site where a thin fibrous cap covers a large lipid core (Tang et al., 2009b).
Table 1 shows that the mean 3D CPWS of plaques with ulceration (Group 1) was 263.44 kPa which was 100% higher than that from plaques without ulceration (Group 2, 132.77 kPa, \( p=0.03984 \)). Five of the six ruptured plaques had 3D CPWS sites, matching the histology confirmed rupture sites, with an 83% agreement. Although the mean 3D CFSS (92.94 dyn/cm\(^2\)) for Group 1 was 76% higher than that for Group 2 (52.70 dyn/cm\(^2\)), only two of the six ruptured plaques had 3D CFSS sites matching the histology-confirmed rupture sites, with a 33% agreement.

3.2.2. Stress-based indices for plaque vulnerability and classifications—To identify and introduce potential plaque vulnerability indices, we need to (a) identify the risk factors; (b) choose representative values for those factors; (c) establish linkage between those values (indices) and plaque vulnerability; (d) validate the linkage. Tang et al. (2005) indicated that critical plaque wall stress (CPWS) is associated with plaque rupture and may be used for plaque assessment. Critical plaque wall stress was defined as the largest local maxima of plaque wall stresses (maximum principal stresses) from all possible vulnerable sites of the plaque (Tang et al., 2005, 2009b). Possible vulnerable sites of a plaque include all sites with local stress/strain maxima, especially where a thin cap was covering a lipid core, but exclude healthy sites where rupture is unlikely, even if a local stress maximum occurred there. Our stress-based plaque assessment had 85% agreement rate with histopathological plaque vulnerability index (HPVI) for coronary plaques (34 2D samples, Figs. 7 and 8) and 80.1% agreement rate with in vivo morphological plaque vulnerability index (MPVI, see Table 2) for carotid plaques (206 2D samples) (Tang et al., 2005, 2009a). HPVI and MPVI were defined based on factors related to plaque vulnerability including cap thickness, lipid core size, hemorrhage and inflammation, and other factors. Table 3 gives CPVI scores for 152 in vivo MRI slices, as well as their AHA classifications based on morphological features. Sixty-two slices out of 99 Type V received CPVI score 2 or less. Twelve slices out of 32 Type VI slices received score 2 or less. Since CPVI could further divide plaques of the same AHA classes, which is an indication that CPVI may complement AHA classifications and provided potential improvement for plaque assessment (Tang et al., 2009a).

3.2.3. Predictive method and accuracy of prediction—Most investigations for atherosclerotic plaque progression and rupture have focused on correlation studies between risk factors and potential events (progression, rupture, stroke, and heart attack). However, it is far more important and of more practical significance that we develop methods which can predict the critical clinical events before their actual occurrence. In our recent paper (Wu et al., 2011), a predictive method was introduced where 3D FSI models were constructed based on patient data with follow-up scan showing ulceration indicating plaque rupture (Fig. 9). Plaque wall stress (PWS) and strain (PWSn) and flow maximum shear stress (FSS) were extracted from all 600 matched nodal points (100 points per matched slice, baseline matching follow-up) on the lumen surface for analysis. Each of the 600 points was marked “ulcer” or “non-ulcer” using follow-up scan. Predictive statistical models for each of the seven combinations of PWS, PWSn and FSS were trained using the follow-up data and applied to the baseline data to assess their sensitivity and specificity using the 600 data points for ulcer predictions. Using probability 0.3 as a threshold to infer ulcer occurrence at
the prediction stage, Table 4 shows the combination of PWS and PWSn provided the best predictive accuracy with (sensitivity, specificity) = (0.97, 0.958). The method could be applied at population level to identify the optimal predictor(s) for plaque rupture or selected specific clinical observations.

While the above paper was to predict which node at baseline would likely become an ulcer node, the method can be applied to multi-patients to predict at patient level that which patient is likely to have plaque rupture or a clinical event. The challenge is: it is extremely difficult to obtain patient data with enough number of ruptures or events to train and validate the models.

3.3. Mechanisms governing advanced carotid and coronary plaque progression

Some important contributions were covered in Section 2.2. Using patient-specific in vivo carotid MRI data from 14 patients and 32 scan pairs (baseline—follow up, see Fig. 10) and 3D FSI models, we found that 21 out of the 32 scan pairs showed a significant positive correlation between plaque progression and FSS at follow-up, and 26 out of 32 scan pairs showed a significant negative correlation between plaque progression and plaque wall stress at follow-up (Yang et al., 2010). Most patients changed correlation signs from one period to another period. Use of lipid-lowering medication may be a possible cause for the change.

4. Grand challenges: data, model, validation, and patient screening

4.1. New development and challenges in MRI technology

MRI has been extensively used to render 3D vessel geometry and plaque composition needed to compute patient-specific mechanical stress distribution which could be responsible for atherosclerotic plaque rupture. Recent advances in MRI technology are allowing MRI to be used as a tool to overcome the limitations of the numerical models by either improving the boundary conditions and assumptions on material properties, or estimating in vivo blood flow and vessel wall deformation measurements (Canton et al., 2012; Harloff et al., 2009a, 2009b; Lin et al., 2008). Markl and collaborators have proved the feasibility of time-resolved gated cine PC-MRI with three-directional encoding, known as 4D flow MRI, to characterize flow patterns in different arterial segments (Markl et al., 2010; Harloff et al., 2009a), indicating that PC-MRI could emerge as a potential gold standard technique for in vivo measuring the spatial distribution of velocity field. However, the major challenge of 4D flow MRI is to obtain detailed measurement of the time-varying velocity near the wall in the branching and curved arteries where atherosclerosis develops, where the flow can be highly skewed; or in stenotic regions where the lumen is not circular. Moreover, faster imaging sequences and inexpensive imaging equipment would be clearly needed before in vivo PC-MRI flow characterization of the diseased artery can become part of routine clinical practice.

Atherosclerosis decreases arterial wall elasticity due to the release of nitric oxide triggered by endothelial dysfunction. The arterial elasticity is further decreased by risk factors associated to atherosclerosis such as hypertension and diabetes. This decrease in elasticity directly affects the arterial wall cyclic strain. MR DENSE pulse sequence has been used to provide the circumferential strain distribution (Lin et al., 2008) whereas gated cine MRI has
been used to measure arterial wall distensibility. Although these MR techniques used in higher field strength of 3 T scanners have been shown to be a promising tool to measure strain and distensibility due to its substantially increase of the signal-to-noise, further increase of spatial and temporal resolution is still needed to provide reliable measurements in diseased carotid arteries (Harloff et al., 2009b). Furthermore, prospective studies are still required to investigate in depth the complex interplay of hemodynamic forces and the pathological processes leading to disease progression.

4.2. IVUS, optical coherence tomography (OCT) and near infrared spectroscopy (NIRS)

The accuracy and reliability of image-based modeling are ultimately determined by the quality and accuracy of medical images available to the modelers and a better understanding of imaging parameters will be helpful to biomechanical modelers. As described above, our current understanding of atherosclerotic CAD suggests that the risk of death and future adverse events is related to the extent and characteristics of coronary plaque and its interaction with blood flow. Traditional prediction of risk and, often, determination of therapy, for patients with CAD has relied on inherently limited imaging modalities, such as coronary angiography. In distinction, the emergence of IVUS for imaging of coronary vessels and atherosclerotic plaque has allowed more precise definition of vessel, lumen, and plaque characteristics, including serial assessment for natural history (progression-regression) and intervention studies (restenosis in both stented and non-stented lesions).

However, one of the fundamental limitations of grayscale IVUS is related to assessment of plaque composition. More advanced signal analysis (Virtual Histology, VH-IVUS; Volcano Therapeutics) using both envelope amplitude of the reflected radiofrequency signals and frequency content has allowed spectral imaging to resolve distinct tissue components of atherosclerotic plaques. While VH-IVUS has provided unique perspectives on in vivo human atherosclerotic plaque and novel insights into plaque morphology and natural history (Stone et al., 2011; Stone and Mintz, 2010), there remain several challenges that may limit the application of VH-IVUS to fully assess complete plaque composition and geometry: (1) it remains an invasive modality with catheter diameters in the 1 mm range, with associated risks and limitations on its application for plaques causing very severe luminal narrowing; (2) in the automated analysis a medial layer is artificially added on the borderline of the outer vessel volume; (3) no thrombus or intra-plaque hemorrhage can be reliably identified, which is a disadvantage for the assessment of vulnerable or ruptured plaques; (4) there is still limited resolution (50–100 μm) that may prevent delineation of very thin caps (< 40 μm); and (5) there are issues raised about reliability of VH IVUS in quantifying individual plaque components. Thim et al. used adult atherosclerosis-prone minipigs in their study and 18 advanced coronary lesions were assessed by VH IVUS in vivo followed by postmortem microscopic examination (histology). They found no correlation between the size of the necrotic core determined by VH IVUS and histology (Thim et al., 2010). Stone and Mintz commented that the lack of correlation Thim et al. reported may be caused by difficulty in matching histology and VH IVUS sections, technical handling of data, individual differences of pathologists, and other factors (Stone and Mintz, 2010).
The application and integration of additional and potentially complementary intravascular imaging methods, such as optical coherence tomography (OCT) and near infrared spectroscopy (NIRS), among other emerging vascular imaging technologies that include high-definition IVUS, may help advance our ability to diagnose vulnerable from non-vulnerable plaques to enhance future risk prediction and effective treatment for patients with CAD (Tearney et al., 2012; Caplan et al., 2006; Gardner et al., 2008; Maehara et al., 2013; Bourantas et al., 2013). OCT uses light rather than ultrasound, has a resolution of 15–20 μm and therefore can measure fibrous cap thickness, can classify plaque as fatty, fibrotic, calcific, or thrombotic; and can detect thin-cap fibroatheromas and plaque erosions in patients presenting with an acute coronary syndrome. The major limitations of OCT are penetration so that overall plaque burden cannot be measured and the inability to image through blood or penetrate red thrombus. NIRS was developed specifically to detect lipid within the vessel wall; in the first combined intravascular imaging device, it has been paired with IVUS in a single catheter. NIRS also uses an optic fiber to transmit and receive NIR light (wave length 0.8–2.5 μm) into the tissue. The pattern of absorption of the light in relation to the wave length is unique for lipid. There is a potential that algorithms could be developed to assess the presence of a fibrous cap within lipid-rich necrotic lesions which could allow detection of vulnerable plaques. Caution should be exercised before more evidence and progress could be shown for the potential of the new NIRS applications in vulnerable plaque detection.

4.3. Predictive methods, screening, and real life demand as motivation

We are aware that our data are not accurate; our models do not match the real physics entirely; and our predictions may have no or little validations (we may sincerely believe that our plaque assessment scores make sense). However, as accurate predictive methods have not been established yet, when a patient walks into a clinic, the physician has to decide about what (s)he can do to treat the patient, based on the information (s)he could get with available technologies. This is the challenge we are facing. We have to do our best to provide the best treatment per our judgment, while we continue to improve our methods and technologies.
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Fig. 1.
Illustration of the shrink–stretch process. The total plaque volume should be conserved. Yellow: lipid; blue: calcification; light blue: outer wall; red: lumen. (a) In vivo shape and (b) numerical start shape. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
Fig. 2.
The component-fitting mesh generation process. (a) and (b) Two slices (A and B) with a lipid core inclusion (yellow) and numerically-generated component-fitting curves and surfaces; (c) component-fitting volumes formed by connecting corresponding areas from adjacent slices. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
Fig. 3.
IVUS model construction process: (a) selected 10 slices from a 44-slice IVUS data set with IVUS-VH; (b) contour plots; (c) enlarged view; (d) enlarged contour plot; (e) 3D plaque geometry showing lipid core locations; (f) angiography showing location of the lesion and vessel curvature; (g) enlarged angiography showing the lesion; (h) illustration of vessel bending.
Fig. 4.
Plaque wall stress, flow shear stress and velocity plots from four models showing vessel bending, anisotropic vessel properties and axial stretch have considerable effect on stress/strain distributions and modest impact on flow features. $\kappa$ is the curvature of the displacement curve imposed at the lower edge of the vessel (side of myocardium). Pin: pressure condition imposed at the inlet of the vessel. (a) M1, Pin=86 mmHg, curvature $\kappa=97 \text{ m}^{-1}$, (b) M2, Pin=86 mmHg, no bending, (c) M3, Pin=86 mmHg, no bending, (d) M4, Pin=86 mmHg, $\kappa=97 \text{ m}^{-1}$, (e) M1, FMSS, Pin=86 mmHg, $\kappa=97 \text{ m}^{-1}$, (f) M2, FMSS, Pin=86 mmHg, no bending, (g) M1, velocity, Pin=86 mmHg, $\kappa=97 \text{ m}^{-1}$ and (h) M2, velocity, Pin=86 mmHg, no bending.
Fig. 5.
A sample human carotid plaque showing ulceration. (a) T1-weighted in vivo MR-images of a Human Carotid Plaque, (b) corresponding Segmented Contour Plots with components and (c) presence of ulceration validated by histology.
Fig. 6.
Modeling results from one plaque sample showing CPWS was able to predict the actual rupture site while CFSS failed to do so. (a) 3D rendered transparent view, (b) stress-$P_1$, stack view and (c) FSS, stack view.
Fig. 7.
Selected plaque samples with different vulnerability classified by histopathological analysis (Tang et al., 2005). (a) Very Stable $V=0$, (b) stable plaque $V=1$, (c) unstable $V=3$ and (d) very unstable $V=4$. 
Fig. 8.
Critical plaque wall stress shows much better correlation with HPVI than global maximum plaque wall stress from 34 coronary 2D plaque samples. P<0.0001 (Tang et al., 2005). (a) HPVI vs. global max stress-P₁ and (b) HPVI vs. critical stress.
Fig. 9.
In vivo MR images (T1 weighting) of a human carotid plaque at baseline (Time 1) and follow-up (Time 2) with ulceration observed at Time 2. Transparent view was used to show location of ulcer. Color in 3D plot: red: lumen; light blue: outside vessel wall; yellow: lipid; purple: ulcer; orange: hemorrhage. (a) MRI and contours at time 1 showing lipid core, (b) 3D view of the plaque at T1, (c) MRI and contours at time 2 showing ulcer and (d) 3D view at T2 showing ulcer and hemorrhage. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
Fig. 10.
3D human carotid plaque samples re-constructed from in vivo MR images showing progression and regression. Time interval: 18 months. Red: lumen; yellow: lipid; dark blue: calcification; light blue: outer wall. (a) Plaque showing progression and (b) plaque showing regression. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
Table 1

Comparison of 3D critical plaque wall stress (CPWS) and critical flow shear stress (CFSS) between Group 1 and Group 2 (1 kPa=10^4 dyn/cm^2).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>3D CPWS (kPa)</th>
<th>Group 1</th>
<th>Group 2</th>
<th>3D CFSS (dyn/cm²)</th>
<th>Group 1</th>
<th>Group 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P1</td>
<td>457.85</td>
<td>P7</td>
<td>127.59</td>
<td>P1</td>
<td>112.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2</td>
<td>241.90</td>
<td>P8</td>
<td>86.68</td>
<td>P2</td>
<td>96.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3</td>
<td>193.31</td>
<td>P9</td>
<td>129.31</td>
<td>P3</td>
<td>86.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P4</td>
<td>160.23</td>
<td>P10</td>
<td>165.06</td>
<td>P4</td>
<td>136.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P5</td>
<td>348.19</td>
<td>P11</td>
<td>103.68</td>
<td>P5</td>
<td>70.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P6</td>
<td>179.14</td>
<td>P12</td>
<td>151.90</td>
<td>P6</td>
<td>56.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>P13</td>
<td>143.70</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>P14</td>
<td>114.52</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>P15</td>
<td>110.38</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>P16</td>
<td>108.03</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>P17</td>
<td>104.57</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>P18</td>
<td>247.86</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Mean ± SD      | 263.44 ± 116.72 | Mean ± SD      | 132.77 ± 42.67 | Mean ± SD      | 92.94 ± 28.77 | Mean ± SD      | 52.70 ± 29.76 |
**Table 2**  
Morphological plaque vulnerability index (MPVI) definition and AHA classifications.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MPVI</th>
<th>Plaque</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>AHA classification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>V=0</td>
<td>Very stable</td>
<td>Normal or slight intimal thickening</td>
<td>Type I, some atherogenic lipoprotein and intimal thickening</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V=1</td>
<td>Stable</td>
<td>Moderate intimal thickening, no extracellular lipid, calcification or significant inflammation</td>
<td>Type II (fatty streak), III (preatheroma)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V=2</td>
<td>Slightly unstable</td>
<td>Small lipid core (&lt;30% of plaque size); calcification may be present; thick fibrous cap (&gt; 200 μm); little or no inflammation at plaque shoulders</td>
<td>Types IV, Vb, and Vc with less than 30% NC by area; or VII/VIII</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V=3</td>
<td>Moderately unstable</td>
<td>Moderate lipid core (30–40% of plaque size) and fibrous cap (150–200 μm); moderate intraplaque hemorrhage; moderate inflammation</td>
<td>Types Va, IV/V with 30–40% NC by area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V=4</td>
<td>Highly unstable</td>
<td>Large lipid core(440%); thin fibrous cap (&lt;150 μm); large intraplaque hemorrhage; extensive inflammation; evidence of previous plaque rupture</td>
<td>Types VI; IV/V with &gt; 40% NC by area</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3

Stress-based plaque classification may be able to differentiate advanced vulnerable plaques (AHA Types V, VI, VII plaques) (152 in vivo slices).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CPVI score</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AHA Type V (99 cases)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AHA Type VI (32 cases)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AHA VII (21 cases)</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 4

The accuracy of the best Generalized Linear Mixed-Effects Models (GLMM) for predicting ulcer nodes (600 points). Sensitivity of prediction is defined as the proportion of the true positive-outcomes that are predicted to be positive. Specificity of prediction is defined as the proportion of the true negative-outcomes that are correctly predicted to be negative (Garrett et al., 2004).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Probability threshold</th>
<th>PWS (plaque wall stress)</th>
<th>PWSn (plaque wall strain)</th>
<th>FSS (flow shear stress)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sensitivity</td>
<td>Specificity</td>
<td>Sum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.727</td>
<td>0.982</td>
<td>1.709</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.788</td>
<td>0.968</td>
<td>1.756</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.818</td>
<td>0.958</td>
<td>1.776</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PWS + FSS</td>
<td>PWSn + FSS</td>
<td>PWS + PWSn</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.909</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>1.849</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.939</td>
<td>0.933</td>
<td>1.872</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.939</td>
<td>0.928</td>
<td>1.867</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PWS + PWSn + FSS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.939</td>
<td>0.905</td>
<td>1.844</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.939</td>
<td>0.903</td>
<td>1.842</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.939</td>
<td>0.898</td>
<td>1.837</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>